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Casey Fields is located approximately 45 kilometers from Melbourne and is one of Melbourne’s 
prominent regional sporting facilities. Only a few sporting facilities of this magnitude currently exist 
in Victoria. The only other known regional sporting facility owned and managed by Local Government 
in Victoria is Saltwater Reserve in Point Cook, at a third of the size of Casey Fields. Casey Fields 
sets itself apart by the quantum of sports and quality of facilities offered, which provide a diverse 
range of opportunities for residents and visitors from both a local and regional catchment. 

In 2003, it was identified that a Master Plan 
was required for Casey Fields to provide 
the vision and framework to turn the site 
from farming land into a regional sporting 
destination. In May 2005, Council adopted 
the Casey Fields Master Plan and since 
this date, seven sporting precincts and a 
regional play space have been delivered. 

Over this time there has been a significant 
change to the surrounding landscape, 
transitioning from farm land to housing, 
now setting the boundaries of Casey Fields.

The Master Plan has not been reviewed 
since its adoption, however the Concept 
Plan, which forms part of the Master Plan, 
has been revised on several occasions. 
The latest working version was developed 
in 2013 and is available to the public, 
however has not been formally endorsed 
by Council.

It is now timely to review the Master Plan 
to confirm the role Casey Fields plays in 
meeting the sporting and recreational 
needs of a City forecast to accommodate 
over 500,000 residents. 

Purpose of  
the Master Plan 
The purpose of the Casey Fields Master 
Plan 2018 is to review the existing Master 
Plan and associated Concept Plan and  
set the strategic direction for development, 
renewal and management of the park over 
the next 20 years. 

The Master Plan addresses all areas  
of Casey Fields, providing direction on  
overall elements of the site such as the 
park setting, informal open spaces, car 
parking, paths and road network. The 
plan also reviews and details each of the 
sporting precincts within Casey Fields. 

Preparation of  
the Master Plan
This Master Plan has been developed 
following the preparation of an Issues  
and Opportunities Paper. A series of  
site analysis vignettes (existing condition 
maps) were prepared, along with a 
literature review and internal stakeholder 
consultation to detail the issues, 
opportunities and recommendations  
that then informed the Casey Fields  
Master Plan 2018.

Specialist reports were also 
commissioned to inform the Master Plan:

Infrastructure Services Report (Cardno)

Commercial Elements Feasibility  
Analysis (MacroPlan Dimasi)

Netball Precinct Stadium Functional 
Layout (Programmed Facility Management)

The review of the Master Plan has been 
guided by a Project Control Group, 
Project Working Group and stakeholder 
consultation with the Casey Fields  
Steering Committee. This document  
was prepared in house by Council’s 
Principal Recreation Planner.

Introduction
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Background

History

In 2001, then City of Casey Chief Executive Officer Mike Tyler visited Kardinia Park in Geelong, 
leading to the vision of building a complex far larger than Kardinia Park that could have the 
capacity to accommodate elite sport as well as community sport.

Shortly after this visit, discussions 
occurred as to where there may be a 
suitable parcel of land available within the 
City of Casey to develop such a complex.

It was suggested that there was a 70 
hectare farm available in Cranbourne 
East that had been on the market for 
12 months with a price tag of $1 million. 
Council's engaged a representative to 
negotiate the purchase. Just as Council 
started to express an interest so did the 
development industry, with the price 
going up incrementally over a few weeks 
and another party always willing 
to pay an additional $50,000. 

Once the price reached $1.4 million, 
Councils representative was instructed to 
boost the offer to $1.6 million. The owner 
couldn't sign quick enough when an offer 
of $200,000 more than the next person was 
put on the table, and like that Casey Fields 
was born! Within just a few years the land 
value in the area increased to $1 million 
per hectare.

The name Casey Fields originated 
from Council's Strategic Development 
Department as part of the master planning 
exercise. When Council purchased the 
land, it had already been cleared and had 
previously been used for decades for horse 
training purposes. The land consisted of 
open paddocks used for horse agistment, 
a trotting training track, a number of 
buildings including a run-down farm 
house, horse boxes and some old and 
tired wind rows. Council were the owners 
of a reasonably flat site with moderate 
remediation works required to progress 

the development of a regional sporting 
precinct within Casey. In fact, the soil 
onsite was suitable to form the oval and 
road bases, meaning reduced cost in taking 
unusable soil away and bringing in new.

The purchase and initial establishment 
of Casey Fields was a very significant 
undertaking for a Local Government entity. 
The creation of such a precinct was a bold 
and courageous decision for a Council and 
on a whole other scale to anything ever 
undertaken previously within the Local 
Government sector. Put into context Casey 
was creating a site the same scale as Albert 
Park on the edge of Melbourne.

The first phase of development included 
the building of ovals 1-5, pavilion facilities, 
access roads, the criterium track, civil 
infrastructure, a small playground and 
basic landscaping. Over those first years 
Casey Fields transitioned from a series of 
ovals and dirt roads, working to refine the 
quality of facilities provided with sealed 
roads, path connections and signage. 

The next phase of significant development 
was facilitated through a successful 
funding application made to the Federal 
Government. This grant was then 
combined with a large capital injection of 
funds from Casey and a grant provided by 
the State Government. This allowed for 
the establishment of the Regional Athletics 
Precinct and the Regional Playspace and 
picnic facilities. 

The Regional Playspace triggered a 
stronger focus on providing unstructured 
leisure activities within the reserve. 
Acknowledging the importance of these 

activities for local residents and visitors 
to the site, Council continued to deliver 
enhancements to the landscape character 
of Casey Fields. This also included a safer 
and more connected path network,  
in addition to enhancements to the  
entry component.

Ongoing improvements have been 
made to pavilions, sporting surfaces and 
supporting infrastructure to ensure the site 
continues to deliver facilities of a regional 
status and attract sporting clubs, state 
sporting associations, national sporting 
organisations and elite teams that hold 
long term partnerships with Council 
delivering sport. The scope of Casey Fields 
attracted a VFL team within only five years 
of owning the land, in readiness to make 
the Regional AFL Precinct home.

A strong understanding of sporting 
needs for a growing City has seen 
Council successfully purchase additional 
land adjoining the southern boundary, 
ensuring that regional facilities for  
soccer and netball can be established 
at an appropriate scale in future 
development stages.

Casey Fields will serve generations 
of Casey residents. It is symbolic of 
the vision and courage that growth  
area Councils need in their decision 
making so that communities are able 
to be healthy, connected and proud 
of the City in which they live.
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Site Context 
Casey Fields is situated on 84 hectares 
of former farming land and includes 21 
hectares of undeveloped land set aside 
for future sporting facility development.

The land is owned by the City of Casey 
and zoned for Public Park and Recreation. 
Cultural Sensitivity areas within Casey 
Fields have been developed. The final 
land acquisition was completed in 2018. 
Casey Field’s assets are valued at over 
$31 million, and the land is valued at 
$38 million. 

Casey Fields is located in Cranbourne 
East, which is one of Australia's fastest 
growing suburbs. The site is bound by 
Berwick-Cranbourne Road to the north, the 
proposed Clyde Rail Extension to the north-
east, and will soon be fully surrounded by 
residential development to the west, south 
and east due to Casey's expansive growth 
corridor following the expansion of the 
Urban Growth Boundary in 2010. 

This has created a much different scenario 
than the original master plan when Casey 
Fields was at the edge of residential 
development for Casey. It is envisioned that 
the site at full development will be a feature 
destination for Melbourne, located in the 
South East and matching the likes of Royal 
Botanic Gardens Melbourne and Fawkner 
Park in South Yarra, Princes Park in Carlton 
and Albert Park in Melbourne.

Casey Complex is located a little over 
one kilometre to the east of Casey Fields 
and is itself a major cultural, educational, 
recreational and sporting precinct, 
reinforcing the geographical prominence 
of regional sport and leisure facilities in 
Cranbourne East. Casey Complex point of 
difference is in providing regional indoor 
sport and recreation facilities that cater 
for regional basketball and netball at Casey 
Stadium, regional skate at The Shed, and 
regional swimming, aquatics and health 
at CaseyRACE. The Cranbourne Gardens

(Royal Botanic Gardens Cranbourne) is 
just two kilometres south-west of Casey 
Fields with a Metropolitan Trail Network 
that links the two regional open spaces. 

Approximately 45 kilometres from 
Melbourne, Casey Fields provides regional 
and local sport and recreation opportunities 
unlike any other local government facility. 
At full development Casey Fields will offer 
nine sporting precincts, multiple open 
space areas for recreation and play, 
and a network of paths for walking, 
running and cycling. 

Strategy Context
The Casey Fields Master Plan 2018 has 
been developed based on the City of 
Casey’s strategic framework. Several 
higher-level strategies and policies 
have shaped this document, including:

Leisure Facilities Development 
Plan (LFDP) Policy 

LFDP 2014 (Reference document)

City of Casey Open Space Strategy

City of Casey Sports Cycling Strategy 

City of Casey Playground Strategy

City of Casey Paths and Trails Strategy

Dog Friendly Spaces Policy

Landscape Policy

Casey Fields Master Plan (2003)

Smart City Strategy 2017 – 2021

The Casey Fields Master Plan 2018 
delivers on the Council Plan 2017-2021 
objectives, in particular Strategic 
Objective 4: The destination for arts, 
culture, sport and leisure that attract 
visitors and bring communities together. 

Key state level planning documents 
for the surrounding residential estates 
influence and have been influenced by 
Casey Fields. Two Precinct Structure 
Plan’s (PSP’s) were considered during 
the development of this document:

Cranbourne East PSP (2010)

Casey Fields South Residential  
PSP (2014)
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Timeline of Casey Fields 
Development

2004
Site development commenced
Sporting infrastructure
Wetland & Swale Drainage Systems

2001Site purchased

2003 Casey Fields Master Plan

2005
Regional AFL Precinct
District AFL/Cricket/Netball Precinct

2007
Regional Cricket Precinct
Casey Fields Works Centre

2006
Criterium Track
Municipal Tennis Precinct

2013Rugby League Pavilion

2010 Regional Athletics Precinct

2017Regional BMX Racing Track
Shared Cycling Pavilion

2015 Sports House

2009
Rugby League Fields
Regional Playspace 
& Village Green
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Informal Open  
Space Network 12
Regional Playspace  
and Village Green 14
Fitness Trail 15
Linear Park 16
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The Boulevard 18
The Boulevard Central Mode 19
Overflow Carpark 20
Interim Informal Spaces 21
Commercial Opportunities 22

Access & Movement 24
Path Network 26
Road Network  28
Car Parking  32
Modes of Transport 35

Integrated Water Management 36

Services  38
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Regional AFL Precinct 42

Municipal Tennis Precinct 44
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Regional Cycling 51
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Regional Netball 55
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Delivering the Master Plan 58
Governance & Partnerships  59

Asset Development  
& Management 60 

Implementation 61

Concept Plan 62
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A planned approach to new  
and existing sport precincts,  
informal spaces and the road  
and path network.

Planned 

Provide a pleasant, comfortable and 
inviting public domain that will enhance 
connectivity and ease of access.

Public 
realm 

Utilise universal design, environmentally 
sustainable design and smart city 
principles and practices.

Sustainable

Maintain and enhance a complementary 
mixture of activities that encourage users  
to be actively engaged.

Health  
& wellbeing

Attract and host regional, 
state and national sport related 
events to Casey Fields.

Events 

Develop and maintain each precinct 
and its surrounds to a high quality.

Sporting  
Precincts

Preserve and enhance the 
landscaped parkland setting.

Landscape

Build on partnerships to create and 
contribute to the success of Casey Fields.

Partnerships

Vision

Principles 
The principles upon which Casey Fields will be developed are:

Casey Fields is a hub for local sport and recreation and the heart of regional sport 
for South East Melbourne. The quality facilities set in an attractive parkland setting 
encourage Casey residents and visitors to be active, whatever their fitness level or ability. 
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Parkland 
setting

The parkland feel of Casey Fields 
defines the character of the site, with 
the sporting facilities sitting within 
the well treed landscape, containing 
walking paths, informal open spaces, 
play opportunities and structured 
sporting precincts co-existing. 

To maintain this character, generous 
buffers surrounding fields, roadways, 
car parks and site boundaries will be 
a continuing theme through new 
stages of the site.
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A more urban landscape character is, 
and will continue to be, achieved at 
the interfaces, forecourts, gathering 
zones and pedestrian zones abutting 
major buildings and facilities.

The road network, car parking, 
pavilions and site furniture will fit 
within and add to the landscape 
character of the site. To achieve this:

The architectural character is to 
complement the landscape character 
through appropriate integration with  
the building surrounds; the use of 
appropriate materials and colours.

Fencing around fields and sporting precincts 
is minimised so that the fields will read  
as open grassed areas within a parkland. 
Exclusion fencing will be unobtrusive 
and limited to the Regional VFL, Regional 
Athletics and Regional Elite Soccer Stadium.

Signage and furniture contribute to the 
landscape character; be consistent; be of  
a considered design, style; and be robust.

The road network through the site  
is minimised and practical.

Car parking is integrated with the landscape 
through substantial tree plantings, water 
sensitive urban design drainage treatments, 
pedestrian linkages and appropriate 
integrated lighting.

Appropriate and consistent bollard 
treatment to car parking and roadway  
edges matching existing design.

The general framework for these  
urban spaces includes:

Trees in garden beds and tree grates

Appropriate furniture

Pedestrian appropriate lighting

Integrated drop off zones connecting  
to building entries

Appropriately designed vehicle exclusion 
treatments

Appropriately designed treatments to 
bin enclosures and service infrastructure 
screening.

Scattered clusters of trees within grass  
and or garden beds throughout the site.

 Formal tree plantings around the  
perimeters of each sporting field.

 Avenues of trees framing road 
and pedestrian paths and trails.

 Structured tree planting within car parks.

A Landscape and Planting Palette 
will create a strategically diverse treed 
and landscaped character.  

Sections of more concentrated plantings 
and drainage solutions that integrate high 
amenity water bodies and waterways 
will support habitat values and promote 
ecological objectives.

Tree planting forms a major 
component of the site’s character, the 
general framework for this planting 
can be identified in four key parts: 
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Improved programming of spaces and 
better integration of diverse uses and built 
form that will deliver passive surveillance 
and broader user groups.

As the neighbouring residential areas 
develop, active frontages to Casey Fields 
and increased usage by local residents 
will be further enhanced.

Well-connected streets and paths will 
enrich the physical connectivity to the 
site and promote recreational use and 
health and wellbeing. 

The development and implementation of 
a Lighting Strategy will achieve a hierarchy 
of high character and attracting lighting, 
whilst further enhancing safety.

The principles of Crime Prevention 
Through Environmental Design (CPTED) 
will be used as part of the design process.

Pavilions and sports ground buildings will 
present open and embracing facades with 
high levels of glazing and activation, and 
clearly identify entrance and access points. 

Engage and interact with the community 
in their recreation and sporting activities.

Support and encourage increased 
participation in recreation and 
sporting activities.

Improve and measure the utilisation 
of the facility, how facilities are used 
and how they can be improved.

Assist and align with environmentally 
sustainable development through use 
of smart sensing infrastructure.

Reduce maintenance overheads and 
predictively determine opportunities 
for pro-active maintenance.

A smart city approach will ensure 
technology, innovation and data create 
Casey Fields as Casey’s premier parkland 
Smart City Precinct. Development 
and upgrade of the site will utilise 
technology, innovation and data to:

Users of Casey Fields will feel a sense 
of safety through improved high levels 
of activity and associated passive 
surveillance across the day and night. 
This will require:
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Combining a strong public realm, 
effective movement and transport, an 
attractive landscape and an activated 
built form will create a vibrant and 
engaging parkland that attracts visitors 
and athletes from near and far. 

High character and clearly legible entry 
statements at each threshold will position 
the precinct as a major destination, giving 
an important first impression of quality 
and welcome.

A diverse mix of sports and informal uses 
will ensure a vibrant activation of spaces 
at all times of the week. 

Improved interaction and connectivity 
between precincts and street edges 
will create a safer and more attractive 
public realm. 

Continuous and connected network of 
wide shared paths that will create ease of 
movement for pedestrians and cyclists. 
These will activate the streetscapes and the 
perimeter of the park and will provide casual 
exercise opportunities with a range of path 
lengths accompanied by distance markers and 
signage. It will also offer secondary corridors 
of richly landscaped amenity that step away 
from the intensity of activity in the precinct 
and create a sense of stillness and calm. 

Heavy vehicles including buses will be 
discretely managed through separation 
into dedicated bays setback from the edge 
of main activity nodes to reduce conflict with 
pedestrians and cyclists, improve amenity 
and view lines, and promote mustering 
and congregation of groups within the 
high amenity pads of public space. 

As a high priority a Signage and Wayfinding 
Strategy will be prepared for Casey Fields to 
strengthen the legibility and branding of the 
site, reinforcing its identity and accessibility.

Public Art will continue to feature across the 
site, offering a dynamic and varied use of art 
to create meaningful places that celebrate 
Casey Fields' heritage, innovation and 
natural and built environment.
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As the community surrounding Casey Fields continues 
to grow so will the demand for informal recreational 
opportunities such as walking, jogging, fitness 
activities, play, socialising/picnicking and dog walking. 

Walking and jogging are the highest participation 
activities both nationally and within Victoria. The 
introduction of a granitic fitness trail around the 
perimeter of Casey Fields will attract large numbers 
of people to the facility. Much like ‘The Tan’, located 
around King’s Domain and the Botanic Gardens in 
Melbourne, the fitness trail will become an institution 
for South East Melbourne. 

Cycling will become an increasingly popular activity 
as a result of Casey Fields being a destination along 
the Regional Trail Network, with access to the regional 
playspace and the cycling precinct.

As Casey Fields develops, striking the balance 
between formalised sport and informal recreational 
opportunities will be critical to the overall success  
of the site. 

Informal Open  
Space Network
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To achieve a balance, the variety of informal open space opportunities will be further enhanced, including: 

A detailed description of each informal open space is provided in the following pages.
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Regional Playspace & Village Green

Fitness Trail

Linear Park

Dog Friendly Space

The Boulevard

The Boulevard Central Node

Overflow carpark

Interim Spaces
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Regional Playspace  
and Village Green

The Regional Playspace and Village 
Green at Casey Fields is the City’s most 
significant play space that provides play 
and leisure opportunities for families  
from Casey and beyond. 

This space is approximately  
three hectares in size.  
Stage 1 was completed  
in 2010 and features: 

Adventure hill featuring a birds nest  
swing, climbing areas, large slide  
and views across Casey fields.

Six metre high climbing net,  
rope bridge and climbing mounds.

Large Pirate Ship play structure.

Liberty Swing for people using wheelchairs.  

Interactive art sculpture.

Lake with jetty landing, which is regularly 
stocked with Rainbow Trout.

Shelters, barbeques and picnic facilities. 

Extensive landscaping including  
the planting of large mature trees. 

The space is extremely popular with 
residents and visitors, especially on 
the weekends and school holidays. 
This higher level of visitation supports a 
commercial opportunity for a short-term 
food truck lease and potential semi-
permanent food outlet in the future. 

Stage 2 of the Regional Playspace and 
Village Green includes interactive water  
play, expanded all abilities play and 
additional amenities.

Future Directions

1.   It is recommended that Stage  
2 be completed by 2020.

2.   Implement a short-term food  
truck pilot project.
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Informal recreational opportunities 
such as walking and jogging are 
extremely popular and Casey Fields  
is an ideal location for these activities.

The creation of a five kilometre Fitness  
Trail will become a regional drawcard, 
through its design appeal to runners and 
walkers offering a soft surface, wide path, 
flat topography, safe and attractive setting 
with public surveillance away from cars. 

To add to its appeal, drinking fountains, 
distance markers and exercise equipment 
will be provided along the trail. The 
looped circuit will start and end at the 
Central Node, which will be the gathering 
point for runners, joggers and walkers.

Future Direction

The Fitness Trail is a short-term  
priority and is to be developed  
in stages, particularly the southern  
and eastern sections which are  
to be installed by Council or  
developers of abutting estates.

Fitness 
Trail

Fitness Trail Start
and End Point

Fitness trail

Fitness trail
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To supplement demand and high 
visitation numbers to the Regional 
Playspace and Village Green, a Linear 
Park will be located at the southern 
end of Casey Fields, adjacent to the 
Regional Netball precinct. 

The Linear Park will: 

Create a focal assembly point for the 
Fitness Trail, offering information about 
the trail and amenities such as distance 
markers, and drinking fountains.

Provide the latest Outdoor  
Fitness Equipment.

Offer a district level playspace that 
complements elements already provided 
at the Regional Playspace and in the 
surrounding residential estates of 
Cranbourne East.

Provide skateable elements that blend 
into the landscape of a linear space.

Respond to the netball demographic, 
providing facilities that support the 
hundreds of families that will be 
attending each week. 

Future Direction

Development of the Linear Park will occur  
in logical stages, aligned with the Fitness 
Trail and the Regional Netball Precinct.

Linear  
Park
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There is an irregular informal open space 
of approximately one hectare along the 
western boundary of the site adjacent to 
the Regional Soccer precinct. This area is 
ideally suited to a Dog Friendly Space due 
to its size, long linear shape, proximity to 
the residential development and location 
along the Fitness Trail / Shared Path. 

The Dog Friendly space will be fenced 
with a double gate entry, seating and 
a small shelter, dog drinking bowl, bin, 
tree planting and clusters of vegetation. 

The development of a fenced area will 
encourage residents and their dogs to 
exercise and socialise within a controlled 
environment. Additionally, this will reduce 
the number of dog owners utilising the 
high level playing fields as off leash areas. 

Future Direction

Once the detailed design of the Regional 
Soccer Precinct is completed then the 
likelihood of creating a functional Dog 
Friendly Space can be determined.

Dog Friendly  
Space 
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“The Boulevard” will be a high-quality 
pedestrian spine that connects the core 
precincts through the centre of Casey 
Fields, providing a passive and more 
intimate experience that offers pockets 
of relief from the large expanses of playing 
fields and intensive traffic movements.

The Boulevard will provide a generous 
space for pedestrians, cyclists and, in key 
locations emergency vehicles, to have safe 
and accessible connections that link the 
various sporting precincts with the broader 
parkland, trails and neighbouring residential 
sites. At the centre of the network, the 
Central Node is an urban piazza that creates 
a destination and congregating space. 

The Boulevard will include legible 
wayfinding signage and offer multiple 
opportunities for sitting and resting, 
spaces for stretching, exercising and game 
day viewing, all within varying landscape 
settings ranging from raised boardwalks 
through informal tree plantings, traversing 
swales and seasonal watercourses, to more 
urban paved spaces and building forecourts 
with integrated and contemporary seating, 
lighting and formal tree planting.

The  
Boulevard

Green Boulevard Soccer interface

Green Boulevard Netball interface

Green Boulevard Athletics interface

The Boulevard Central Node
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The central node will be a key public zone 
encouraging visitors to use the space as 
a starting point for a casual run or walk 
around Casey Fields, or a more formal 
organised run event, a space to provide 
respite for casual users and fitness 
groups to stop, rest, stretch and meet.

It will be a break-out space for people 
to sit and relax outside of busy sporting 
venues and events, with comfortable seating 
options, drinking fountain/bottle refilling 
facilities, shade provision and signage.

The space will be a characterised by 
urban treatments and materials extending 
from the Boulevard, ensuring a sense of 
continuity and quality in the public realm. 

Future Direction

The Boulevard and Central Node  
to be designed as a short to medium  
term priority. 

The Boulevard  
Central Node

Image of outdoor public zone
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The formation of a 2.5-hectare overflow car park will cater for  
large events held at Casey Fields. It is envisaged that the overflow  
car park will be utilised 20 times each year for major events,  
therefore is ideally suited to be multi-use and function as an  
informal open space for activities such as kicking and throwing  
a ball, frisbee and kite flying.

The overflow car park will be drained, levelled and grassed. To enhance the western 
residential interface, additional tree planting will occur along the edge of Casey Fields 
Boulevard and at the north and south entrances to Casey Fields. Grid pattern trees will  
be planted within the space to accommodate car parking requirements.

Overflow  
Carpark 
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Future Netball Stadium Extension 

A Regional Netball facility consisting of 12 
outdoor courts and an eight-court indoor 
stadium will be developed in the south-west 
corner of Casey Fields. The indoor courts 
will be delivered in two stages, four courts 
initially and then a future extension of 
another four courts. 

The land set aside for the netball 
stadium extension will be treated 
as an interim informal open space  
and be levelled and grassed to offer:

Trees planted strategically or installed in large 
pots so as not to impact on future development

Seating or decking areas

Pop-up style recreational infrastructure

Bollard and chain fencing

Path connection interface with stadium

Proposed Train Event Platform 

The discontinued Leongatha railway 
easement sits within the boundaries 
of Casey Fields. The railway line is earmarked 
to be recommissioned as part of the 
Melbourne Metro train network extending 
the Cranbourne line to Clyde. This opens  
the opportunity for an event platform  
to be created at Casey Fields.

This parcel of land forms a boundary 
with Berwick Cranbourne Road and is 
adjacent to the potential commercial 
site, therefore the strong line of trees 
and bollard and chain fencing continue. 

The area will be levelled and grassed, 
and signage pre-warning of the entrance 
to Casey Fields will be installed. The Fitness 
Trail will run north-south to connect back 
to the wetland, crossing the railway line.

Potential Commercial Site 

The section of Casey Fields located 
on the corner of Casey Fields Boulevard 
and Berwick Cranbourne Road is  
earmarked as a potential commercial site.

It is also the gateway into Casey Fields 
and therefore the road frontage should 
be landscaped with a strong line of trees 
and/or banner poles to flag or mark the 
arrival to Casey Fields and a new entry 
statement installed. 

Additionally, the area needs to be levelled 
and grassed so that it can be used in the 
interim as an informal recreational space 
and in line with the rest of Casey Fields, 
bollards and chain fencing should be 
installed. The Fitness Trail will traverse 
along the Berwick-Cranbourne Road 
frontage, crossing the railway line.

The Master Plan proposes three long-term developments, which in the interim can function  
as informal open spaces. Each of these sites can add value to the landscape amenity of  
Casey Fields without impacting on future development opportunities. 

Interim  
Informal Spaces

Proposed 
Train Event 
Platform

Potential 
Commercial 
Site

Future 
Netball 
Stadium 
Extension

1

2

3
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The Casey Fields Master Plan Review  
Issues and Opportunities Paper highlighted 
that there have been many potential 
commercial elements considered  
for Casey Fields, however no formal 
assessment had been completed. 

MacroPlan Dimasi, Property Advisory 
consultants, were engaged to complete  
a commercial feasibility analysis for a  
variety of proposed commercial type  
uses at Casey Fields including:

 » Short- stay accommodation 

 » Medical facilities with a sports  
medicine/allied health care focus

 » Café 

 » Retail shop/ancillary retail 

 » Sport education/research 

 » Centre of excellence 

 » Sports Club/casual dining 

For each of the proposed uses an  
analysis was undertaken to determine: 

 » A market assessment addressing  
the supply and demand drivers.

 » Commercial commentary of key 
performance indicators and suggested 
actions to address market risk and  
barriers, including possible siting  
options for specific uses. 

 » An overall assessment and interpretation  
in context of the Casey Fields Master  
Plan’s vision and principles. 

Future Direction

Develop and deliver a pilot project  
for pop-up café to be located at the  
Regional Playspace and Village Green.

The findings and recommended direction are summarised in the table below:

Commercial 
Opportunities 

Proposed  
Use

Overall  
Market 
Potential

Comments Recommendation

Short Stay 
Accommodation 

Unlikely Not consistent with  
the Master Plan. 

Not recommended.

Health  
and Sports 
Medicine 

Low to  
Moderate

 » Consistent with  
the Master Plan.

 » Likely to form part  
of an existing or new 
sporting facility.

 » Likely to require Council’s 
capital commitment /risks.

Consider as a medium to  
long term development.

Café High and  
Moderate

Complementary use,  
especially located at the 
Regional Playspace &  
Village Green (consistent  
with Stage 2 works).

Short-term development 
pilot a pop-up café i.e. Food 
Trucks. Future consideration 
of semi-permanent and/or 
permanent café as medium-
term development.

Retail  
Shop 

Low to  
Moderate 

 » Not directly related to  
sports use but is linked  
to club based activities  
and major events .

 » Continue event based  
pop-up retail. 

 » Consider as a long-term 
component of a future 
development at Casey 
Fields when a critical  
mass of visitation and 
events are achieved.

Sports  
Education / 
Research 

Low  » Consistent with Masterplan, 
however limited capacity  
to partner with an exercise 
and sports science 
university/TAFE.

 » Research activities 
undertaken on campus 
limiting off campus activities.

Subject to future targeted 
stakeholder engagement.

Sports  
Centre of 
Excellence 

Low to  
Moderate

 » Consistent with Master  
Plan as an elite training 
base, day and weekend 
training camps for state  
and regional squads. 

 » Likely to require Council / 
State Government capital 
commitment.

Consider as a future  
partnership with State  
Sporting Associations. 

Sports Club Low to  
Moderate 

Consistent with Master Plan
Any potential sports club  
would be best located  
close to the main stadium.

Consider as a long-term 
development adjacent to  
the Regional AFL stadium.
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1

2

1 3Sports Club /Club Catering /  
Sports Medicine /  
High Performance / Education

2 Retail / Pop-up / 
Pilot Project 
Ancillary Sales

Sports Medicine / 
Education / 
Research

3
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Access and 
Movement 

A defined path network will prioritise 
people movement throughout 
Casey Fields. Wayfinding signage, 
entrances, roads and car park 
improvements will enhance 
connectivity and ease of access.

Water will move through the site 
through the wetlands, swales, bore 
and pipe system, supported by water 
sensitive urban design and storm 
water harvesting initiatives, to ensure 
water is used efficiently, improves 
the natural environment and 
the benefits water provides are 
maximised for the community.
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An effective path network will 
enhance connectivity to and 
around each of the precincts 
and improve ease of access 
through the site.

To create a comfortable and accessible 
public domain the following path 
network objectives are recommended: 

Provide safe and convenient access  
into Casey Fields and between various 
sporting precincts.

Provide an internal path network that 
enable movements within various 
precincts (i.e. from car parks to pavilions 
or around fields).

Develop a trail circuit through an 
attractive landscape setting to cater for 
informal recreation opportunities such as 
walking and jogging.

Accommodate fitness hubs and meeting 
points along the trail circuit.

Encourage a diverse range of cyclists 
by creating a shared path network that 
supports Casey Fields as a recreation and 
cycling destination.

As part of the Regional Trail Network 
establish shared paths which connect 
Casey Fields to other regional open 
spaces such as the Cranbourne Gardens, 
Cardinia Creek to the east and Cardinia 
Creek Parklands in the north. 

Establish a shared path connection from 
Casey Fields to Casey Complex and public 
transport stations/stops.

Path  
Network 

25.5 metre Road Reserve Cross Section

Artist impression only
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Fitness trail

Road reserve shared path

Primary Path Network

Primary (Yellow line)     

A primary network of paths will be 
established to support pedestrian and 
cycle movement throughout the site 
including linking sporting precincts, 
informal open spaces, and formalised 
car parks. The path network will 
be constructed in concrete at the 
width of 2.5-metres and sit within 
an attractive landscape setting. 

The primary path network 
will be supported by:

Secondary paths: will cater for  
pedestrian movement within a precinct  
and be constructed as two metre wide 
concrete paths. 

Spectator paths: are to be located around 
the perimeter of a playing field for viewing 
and spectator circulation. These paths 
should be two metres wide and constructed 
in concrete. High spectator areas, such as in 
front of pavilions, canteens or field events 
such as high jump, long jump etc. should 
be wider than two metres to minimise 
congestion points.

Fitness Trail (Red line)     

A five kilometre fitness trail is proposed 
to hug the entire 84 hectares of Casey 
Fields. Similar to ‘The Tan” at Melbourne’s 
King Domain and Botanic Gardens, the 
trail will be up to four metres wide with a 
granitic sand surface flanked by trees and 
vegetation. It is envisaged that drinking 
fountains, distance markers and exercise 
equipment will be provided along the trail. 

The looped circuit will start and end at the 
proposed Central Node, the meeting point 
for runners, joggers and walkers.

Road reserve 
shared path (Blue line)     

As part of Casey’s broader transport network 
and in line with the Casey Fields South 
Residential Precinct Structure Plan and 
Cranbourne East Precinct Structure Plan 
(PSP) a three metre shared path must be 
provided to service commuter cyclists, 
pedestrians and people accessing public 
transport to Casey Fields. 

Along the Regional Rugby League precinct 
the Fitness Trail must be provided within 
the Road Reserve as outlined in the required 
31 metre road reserve cross section of 
the Cranbourne East PSP.  

Additionally the Fitness Trail is located 
across both the road reserve and Casey 
Fields site as outlined in the 25.5 metre 
road reserve cross section of the Casey 
Fields South Residential PSP.
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Road  
Network 

Casey Fields requires a  
substantial road network to  
provide access to the various 
precincts and accommodate  
peak traffic loads that will  
occur most weekends.

Primary Roads 
(Blue dashed line)

The primary road network will allow efficient 
traffic movements in and out of Casey Fields 
and are represented by the blue line on the 
road network plan. The primary road will 
provide a six metre wide carriageway, which 
is sufficient to accommodate bus and truck 
access, but is narrow enough to constrain 
vehicle speeds. The primary road will also 
function as a key network for pedestrians 
and cyclists therefore, where possible, 
a shared path is recommended on both 
sides of the carriageway. 

To enhance the visual appeal and to create 
an open feel throughout the park, strategic 
tree plantings and a simple bollard and 
chain fence treatment will be provided. 

The following elements make up 
the primary road cross-section:

Six metre wide carriageway

Kerb treatment will depend on drainage 
requirements

One metre maximum to the chain  
and bollard fencing

Three -metre minimum green verge/nature 
strip for tree planting or swale drain 

2.5-metre shared path on both side  
of the carriageway

Secondary Roads 
(Purple line) 

The purpose of the secondary roads is 
to support the primary road network by 
allowing efficient traffic movements to and 
from the venue car parks as well as bus 
drop-off and pick movements. These roads 
are highlighted by the pink lines on the 
road network plan. The elements remain 
the same as the primary road cross section 
except for the shared path only being 
provided on one side of the road. 

Entrance treatments 

There will be five points of entry into 
Casey Fields, three on the west, one 
on the east and one on the southern 
side of Casey Fields. 

Primary entrance

The main entrance into Casey Fields is 
the northern entrance on Casey Fields 
Boulevard. The entrance landscape 
treatment was installed by the developer 
of Parkside based on Council’s requirements 
approximately four years ago. These soft 
landscape treatments are well established, 
maintained and clearly define the entrance 
into Casey Fields. 

The main entrance will be enhanced by:

Unique entry gates

Updated primary entrance signage 

Where possible further tree planting  
around the entrance environs

Secondary entrances

The remaining four entrances into Casey 
Fields will be a combination of roundabout 
entrances and ‘T’ intersections. 

Roundabout entrances will consist of:

Wayfinding signage

Low level planting in roundabout

Three metre wide median strip for the  
entry section of the road into Casey Fields

Median Strip with trees and/or  
feature lighting

Gate treatment 

 

T intersections will offer a similar 
treatment to the roundabout intersections:

Wayfinding signage

Median strip with trees and/or  
feature lighting

Low level planting 

Gate treatment 

Casey Fields Internal Primary Road
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Entrance

Prim
ary Entrance

Secondary 
Roads

Primary 
Roads
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Berwick-Cranbourne Road / Casey 
Fields Boulevard Gateway Feature 

The corner of Casey Field Boulevard 
and Berwick Cranbourne Road marks 
the gateway into Casey Fields. 

A new entry statement and strong line 
of trees and/or banner poles will be  
installed to mark the arrival to the iconic 
Casey Fields from its arterial road frontage.

Traffic Calming and Crossing Points 

The speed limit will be a maximum 
of 30 kilometres per hour throughout 
the reserve. 

The following traffic calming measures 
will ensure a low speed is achieved:

Wombat type crossings where pathways 
intersect the road. The road network 
plan denotes where these crossing points 
should be installed

Roundabouts at T and crossroad 
intersections 

Raised mid-block and intersection treatment 

Narrowing of the road at pedestrian 
crossing points through the site

Speed humps between above mentioned 
treatments 

Bus friendly traffic calming devices will 
be considered if new or existing roads 
are to be accessed by buses

Bus Access 

The road network has been designed to 
accommodate bus and rubbish truck access. 

Bus drop off areas and pull in lanes 
have been provided on secondary roads 
adjacent to formal car parks to separate 
buses and cars in these locations: 

Adjacent to the Regional AFL Precinct 
pavilion

In front of the Regional Athletics track gate 
entrance 

Future bus drop off areas and pull in lanes 
will continue to be provided on secondary 
roads at the Regional Soccer and Regional 
Netball Precincts.

It is envisaged that buses will utilise 
the nominated overflow car parking 
area for parking. 

Lighting of Road Network

Lighting will be placed at the key 
intersections, pedestrian crossings  
and entrances within Casey Fields. 
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Car  
Parking

Car parking will consume over 18 hectares or approximately 22 per cent 
of Casey Fields, therefore it will have a significant impact on the park setting. 

Car parking numbers have been guided by 
an assessment of likely user numbers and 
spectators per facility, standard of facility 
as per the Leisure Facilities Development 
Plan Policy, benchmarking against alike 
facilities and a car parking survey report 
completed in 2008 and reviewed in 2012. 

To maintain the vision of creating an 
attractive landscape throughout the 
park, car parking will be incorporated 
with substantial tree planting to fragment 
the mass of the gravel/asphalt surfaces. 

The following principles guide 
car parking at Casey Fields: 

Incorporate car parking into 
the landscape setting.

Distribute parking throughout the site 
to enable convenient access to each 
sporting precinct.

Distribute parking so that it can be shared 
between different precincts as required.

Provide car parking numbers consistent 
with the standard of facility as per the 
LFDP Policy. 

On street car parking is provided along the 
residential areas to the south and east of 
Casey Fields and indent car parking at the 
northern section of Casey Fields Boulevard. 

Formal Parking

Formal car parking developed for frequent 
use will be located adjacent to sporting 
facilities and pavilions. There are already 
over 1,000 formal car parks provided at 

Casey Fields with another 1,900 proposed. 
Once fully developed Casey Fields will offer 
car parking in 13 locations, which will have 
a significant impact on the overall appeal 
and amenity of the park. 

The following design guidelines 
will assist in the development of new 
and the upgrade of existing car parks:

Parking
Vehicle parking layout within public car 
parks should be efficient, comfortable and 
provide excellent accessibility. Parking 
should not be considered in isolation 
from other design considerations and 
its relationship to the built environment 
including all modes of transport. 

Pedestrian safety priority movements 
Pedestrian movement and access should 
be prioritised and provide for good 
sightlines. Ensure that traffic is slow 
moving and presents no impediment 
from parked vehicles. 

Parking for all users 
Parking for people with disabilities should 
be safe, convenient and provide direct 
access to facilities.

Parking Design
Parking areas are to be sealed to reduce 
maintenance, improve amenity and uphold 
safety. Consideration should be given to 
permeable surface materials. Design and 
construction of parking areas to be built 
to maximise life cycle costing. Sustainable 
drainage systems should be designed into the 
parking areas to address flooding and water 
quality. Landscaping must also be incorporated 
into the parking areas to maintain the parkland 
environment in the sporting precinct aiming for 
a ratio of one tree for every four car spaces. 

Safety
A safe and secure car park requires both 
active and passive surveillance systems. 
Passive surveillance includes measures such 
as ensuring there are clear lines of sight 
and no hidden corners or blind spots and 
appropriate lighting. Active systems may 
include surveillance cameras, patrolled 
security, controlled access, communication 
measures, alarms.
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Overflow Parking 

A 2.5-hectare overflow car park will cater 
for large events held at Casey Fields. The 
overflow car park will be drained, levelled 
and grassed with the subsurface reinforced 
with crushed rock. Grid pattern trees will be 
planted within the space to accommodate 
car parking requirements.

For most of the time this space will be 
used as an informal open space and is the 
interface for the main entrance into Casey 
Fields. Additional tree planting will occur 
along the edge of Casey Fields Boulevard 
and at the north and south entrances 
to Casey Fields. 

Indent Car Parking 

Indent car parking along Casey Fields 
Boulevard, adjacent to the tennis facility, 
will create car parking for visitors wishing to 
access the Fitness Trail without needing to 
enter Casey Fields. Investigation is required 
to confirm whether the creation of the 
indent car park is feasible. 

Car Park Lighting 

Lights will be provided at the interface 
between formal car parks and pavilions. 
Lighting will meet the appropriate 
standards and be integrated with the 
landscape design. The style and location 
of lighting in car parks will be consistent 
across Casey Fields. 

Traffic Modelling

Traffic Modelling of the road, path network 
and car parking provisions will confirm that 
the needs of each precinct and the overall 
site during normal and peak usage periods 
are met. Traffic Management Plans and 
event scheduling will be required for 
major events. 
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Casey Fields is primarily car dependent. A number of opportunities 
exist in the future to encourage other modes of transport.

Modes of  
Transport 

Cranbourne East  
Train Station

Extension of the Cranbourne Train Line 
to Clyde will create a new station at 
Cranbourne East located at Casey Complex, 
1.5 kilometres from Casey Fields. The station 
combined with improved public transport 
and shared paths will significantly enhance 
opportunities for other modes of transport 
for residents and visitors.

Advocacy for an Event Station for major event 
days at Casey Fields is catered for by the 
Interim Informal Spaces. If implemented it will 
greatly reduce road and car park congestion, 
and positively impact attendances and 
increase the number of major events 
held at Casey Fields. 

Bus Routes 

Advocacy is required to improve the bus 
network to better access Casey Fields 
including the provision of a bus route and 
stop along Casey Fields Boulevard and 
increasing bus frequency and scheduling  
to cater for high demand periods to the site.

Cycle and 
Pedestrian Paths

With its Cycling Precinct and Regional 
Play space, cycling to Casey Fields will 
become popular. In order to cater for a 
diverse range of cyclists a shared path 
network that supports Casey Fields as 
a recreation and cycling destination 
must be developed.

This network includes:

Regional Recreational Trail Network that 
connects Casey Fields to other regional open 
spaces such as the Royal Botanical Gardens 
Cranbourne, Cardinia Creek to the east and 
Cardinia Creek Parklands in the north. 

Commuter paths in the form of shared paths 
or a two way off road bike path within the 
road reserve that encourages cyclists to ride 
to the cycling precinct or to other sporting 
precincts within Casey Fields. 

Provision of end of trip facilities at key 
locations across the site. 

In relation to pedestrian connections 
establishing a shared path from Casey 
Fields to Casey Complex, the proposed 
Cranbourne East Train station and bus 
stops surrounding Casey Fields are required 
to encourage use of public transport options 
to Casey Fields.

Wayfinding Signage 
to Casey Fields 

As part of the recommended Wayfinding 
Strategy for Casey Fields the surrounding 
connector roads will be identified for signage 
to alert and direct visitors to Casey Fields. 
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Casey Fields is a place where water is valued, and drinking water is replaced 
with fit-for-purpose alternative water sources, where possible. 

A precinct where water is used efficiently, 
and the natural environment is improved 
through sustainable water management 
and the benefits water provides are 
maximised for the community.

Existing Water Management

Sustainable development was a key theme 
of the original Casey Fields Master Plan 
(2003). With regards to water management 
the key approaches were:

Using grey water (recycled from the South-
Eastern Treatment Plan) to irrigate fields.

Developing a network of swales and 
wetlands to capture, filter and retain storm 
water on site to be re-used to irrigate the 
sporting fields.

These initiatives have been implemented at 
Casey Fields, with the wetland also playing 
a significant role in the Regional Play space 
and Village Green. The wetland lakes have 
become extremely popular as a recreation 
destination for residents and visitors to Casey, 
offering seasonal rainbow trout fishing. 

The network of established swales 
convey stormwater to the northern 
wetland and provide a key role in water 
quality improvements. The system has 
been successful in managing the significant 
amount of stormwater runoff from playing 
fields, roads and car parks within the site. 
Over the past 10 years the water industry 
has evolved in how best to maintain 
swales. The key learning from Casey 
Fields is to ensure that the swales are 
not slashed and cleared of vegetation, 
which has reduced their effectiveness, 
function and created an eyesore. 

Currently the Casey Fields precinct relies 
on recycled water, some stormwater and 
a groundwater bore, whilst drinking water 
is used to make up the balance of water 
demand for the site. This is currently less 
than 10 per cent of the total water used at 
the site.

The future availability and price of drinking 
water is more uncertain as the population 
of Melbourne grows towards 10 million by 
2051. As development on the site increases 
and current water allocations become 
exhausted, alternate water sources will 
provide a cost effective and reliable source 
of water and can ensure that future water 
use reduces Casey Fields impact on mains 
city supplies.

Water Management Challenges

The City of Casey's Integrated Water 
Management Plan aims to create a Water 
Efficient City and has two key targets 
which help provide direction for water 
management:

1.  30 per cent reduction in Council's 
projected drinking water use by 2030

2.  Attain best practice stormwater 
pollutant load reduction

Recreation Reserves and Open Spaces 
account for 40 per cent of Casey's current 
water use. Since the creation of Casey Fields, 
sustainable water management has played 
an important role in maintaining the quality 
of the sporting fields and reducing the 
impact of drinking water use. 

At present Casey Fields predominantly uses 
Class A Recycled Water supply for irrigation 
of the existing ovals. Groundwater provides 

15 per cent of total water use and the 
balance of demand is met through a mixture 
of drinking water, rainwater and stormwater.  

The water challenges for the site are varied 
and affect the availability and effectiveness 
of alternate water sources. These include:

Uncertainty of recycled water supply Casey 
Fields is at the end of the recycled water 
pipe line which creates supply pressure 
issues, especially in the peak of summer 
when irrigation when the demand is 
highest. The currently allocation of 
recycled water makes up about  
70 per cent of current water needs

Limited groundwater supply the ground 
water licences in the area are fully allocated 
by Southern Rural Water 

Future development – the regional netball 
and soccer precincts are planned for the 
southern part of the site

Increased water demand is predicted  
to increase by 55 per cent once the site  
is fully developed

Increased stormwater runoff – as the site 
develops, there is forecast to be an increase 
in stormwater runoff

Decrease in long term rainfall and increase 
in rainfall intensity events, based on the 
impacts of climate change

A new holistic water management plan 
is required to manage the water challenges 
of Casey Fields to ensure fit-for purpose 
water is available and stormwater is 
sustainably managed.

Integrated Water 
Management 
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Sustainable Water Management

In early 2018, the Casey Fields Sustainable 
Water Management Study was undertaken 
to provide integrated water options to meet 
current and future water demands, and 
efficiently manage stormwater in-line 
with creating a Water Efficient City.  

The report provides a roadmap for 
sustainable water management at 
Casey Fields, achieved through:

1.  Maintaining the existing alternative 
water sources currently on site

2.  Maximising the use of stormwater 
to meet all future water demands

In addition, a Stormwater Management 
Plan that guides future development 
to ensure that buildings and key 
infrastructure remain free from flooding 
and all stormwater leaving the site is  
treated to appropriate industry standards 
for stormwater quality. A financial cost 
benefit analysis of the site determined the 
tangible and intangible benefits to provide 
a holistic understanding of the value of 
sustainable water management.

Since 2003, sustainable water management 
practices implemented at Casey Fields have:

Saved almost 1 billion litres of drinking 
water which translates to over $2 million 
dollars of water savings

Reduced 310 tonnes of sediment, 750 kg of 
phosphorous and over 500 Kg of nitrogen of 
pollutants entering downstream waterways

Increased 72 tonnes of Oxygen (O2) 
through enhanced landscape

Future Directions

Given the success of the wetlands in 
enhancing amenity, improving water 
quality and providing an alternate water 
source, a smaller wetland and waterbody 
is proposed for the southern end of Casey 
Fields within the Cycling Precinct.

A swale renewal program has been 
developed to create a high quality built 
treatment along Casey Fields' road network 
to ensure the swales are operating at full 
capacity and are aesthetically appealing 
for the long term. 

Maximise the use of stormwater as an 
alternative water source to meet future 
water demands and reduce reliance on 
drinking water.

Current swale Indicative Future swale
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Services

The Casey Fields Master Plan Review Issues and Opportunities Paper exposed 
that information regarding the location and capacity of the service infrastructure 
at Casey Fields was outdated and inadequate. 

Cardno was engaged to prepare  
an Infrastructure Services Report,  
which provided a baseline  
understanding of what exists on  
the site in a consolidated utility plan.

This report was considered as stage one 
of a detailed Utility Management Plan to 
determine the capability of existing and 
future drainage, sewerage reticulation, 
water, electricity and gas supply and 
telecommunications infrastructure 
required for Casey Fields. 

To ensure services capacity is catered  
for, a Utility Management Plan will be 
prepared for Casey Fields to inform  
future site development and management  
of maintenance and renewal work.  
All future installations will be surveyed, 
recorded and documented on the Utility 
Management Plan and GIS mapping. 
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Since the adoption of the Casey 
Fields Master Plan in 2005 seven 
sporting precincts have been 
delivered. The following section 
provides an overview of each of  
the precincts and the clubs that  
have played an instrumental role  
in the success of Casey Fields. 

Sporting 
Precincts
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Regional  
AFL Precinct

This regional facility is Council’s only 
exclusive AFL ground which offers a 
high standard grass playing surface, 
competition lighting and capacity to 
hold up to 10,000 spectators including a 
grandstand that caters for 300 spectators. 

In 2007, in its second year of operation, 
a crowd of 10,099 watched Hawthorn and 
Essendon play an AFL pre-season match  
at Casey Fields. Casey Fields has since  
been used for AFL pre-season matches,  
with Melbourne playing there regularly  
in February/March. The ground regularly  
hosts AFLW, VFL Men's (VFL) and VFL 
Women's (VFLW) matches, TAC Cup  
and Regional Representative matches  
and local competitions. 

In 2010, a $2.1 million project took place 
at Casey Fields. The VFL pavilion underwent 
a significant transformation. An AFL-standard 
gym, physiotherapy area, warm-up room, 
change rooms and recovery space, including 
a state-of-the-art refrigerated spa. 

In 2015, the VFL pavilion was extended 
to include the Casey Sports House which 
provides 26 dedicated work stations to 
support State Sporting Associations and  
the home of AFL South East Commission.

Casey Fields featured as one of the inaugural 
venues for the AFLW competition for the 
2017 and 2018 seasons, hosting Melbourne's 
AFLW home matches.

To support the AFLW, VFL and VFLW 
competition and training a further upgrade 
to the pavilion was completed for the 
2018 season to provide female friendly 
changerooms, additional storage 
and a pre-match meeting room.

Melbourne Football Club (Demons)

Melbourne Football Club is the oldest 
football club in the world, formed in 
1858 and became a foundation VFL/AFL 
club in 1897. 

From 2009, Melbourne and St Kilda Football 
Clubs switched their VFL aligned teams, 
Melbourne partnering with Casey, and St 
Kilda and Sandringham joined. This led to 
the Melbourne Football Club and the Casey 
Scorpions entering a 30-year partnership 
and in the process, Casey Fields became 
one of Melbourne’s training campuses 
for its AFL squad. 

Off the field, and for several years, 
Melbourne FC and the City of Casey have 
delivered community partnerships in 
schools, businesses and sporting clubs 
at an estimated value of more than $2.3 
million per year. For example, the ‘Read Like 
a Demon’ program has been a great success. 

Community camps and ‘The Festival of 
Football’ have also been held by Melbourne 
FC in the City of Casey. Melbourne FC also 
dedicates one AFL round each year to the 
City of Casey. 

Melbourne FC memberships in the City 
of Casey have increased in recent years, 
as more local supporters join the club. 

In 2016 history was made when an AFLW 
licence was granted to Melbourne FC to 
compete in the inaugural 2017 season.  
The Women's team has since made  
Casey Fields its home, inspiring local  
crowds and aspiring players.

Melbourne’s partnership with Casey 
continues to go from strength-to-strength, 
with the Casey Demons, previously 
Cranbourne FC, set to play in the 2018 
VFL Women’s competition. 

The Next Generation Academy is another 
crucial element of the Melbourne and 
Casey partnership. 

Melbourne FC and Casey have also 
increased its resources in recent times with 
high profile appointments to the Casey 
Football General Manager, Casey Demons 
Senior Coach and NGA roles.

The focus Melbourne FC has placed on 
Casey in recent times has been significant, 
highlighting the importance of the 
partnership for years to come.

Casey’s Regional AFL ground was the first facility  
to be established at Casey Fields opening in 2006.
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Casey Demons (previously 
known as Springvale Football Club)

Springvale Football Club was formed in 
1903 and in 1911 moved from the Mulgrave 
Football Association to the Berwick District 
Football Association, where it won its first 
premiership.

In 1982 the Club entered the Victorian 
Football Association (VFA) playing Second 
Division and won the 1983 Premiership. 

The Club moved into First Division in 1984 
and commenced a program that followed 
a youth policy and developed many young 
players from the local south-eastern suburbs 
and by 1999 the Club had become the 
most outstanding Football team in the now 
Victorian Football League (VFL). 

The Springvale Football Club has won five 
First Division premierships and one Second 
Division since entering the VFA/VFL and is the 
most successful club of its era and the most 
outstanding team of the 90’s in the VFL.

The Springvale Football Club became part 
of the revamped and new VFL Statewide 
Football Competition and in 2005 formed a 
partnership with the City of Casey, which lead 
to their relocation to the newly-developed 
Casey Fields and a name change to the 
Casey Scorpions. 

In 2016 and 2017, Casey Scorpions made the 
VFL finals, reaching the Grand Final in 2016.

In the lead-up to the 2017 season, Casey 
Scorpions became Casey Demons to further 
strengthen its ties with Melbourne Football Club. 

Moving forward the Casey Demons is looking 
to further develop a team that will grow with 
the culture of success achieved to date, with a 
vision “to be the best team in the highest level 
of Football we can aspire to and play in”.

Future Directions 

Specific Recommendations for 
the Regional AFL Precinct are: 

1.   Develop Boutique Stadium to support 
Melbourne Football Club's men’s and 
women’s AFL matches: 

a.  An upgrade and expansion of existing 
facilities to AFL Category 2 standard.

b.  Capacity to hold 17,800 spectators 
consisting of 7,800 seated and 
10,000 standing. 

c.  Provide 75 per cent canopy  
coverage to seated areas. 

2.   Consider potential commercial 
developments for the land adjacent 
to the AFL as a source of income 
to support Casey Fields. 

Artist impression only
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Casey Fields incorporates a municipal-level tennis facility, consisting of 12 synthetic 
courts and associated infrastructure such as a pavilion, sports lighting, court fencing 
and car parking. Opened in 2006, the venue largely meets the requirements 
of municipal-level tennis under the LFDP Policy. 

The facility plays host to a variety of 
events including senior and junior tennis 
tournaments, club championships,  
school district competitions, Berwick 
District Tennis Association finals and 
night competitions. 

The Leisure Facilities Development Plan 
(LFDP) 2014 categorises the facility at 
municipal level, which generally service 
a city-wide catchment due to their level 
of specialty or standard of competition 
being played. The tennis precinct at Casey 
Fields is ideally suited to support high level 
competitions due to its location, number 
of courts offered and extensive car parking 
available. 

Cranbourne Tennis Club

The Cranbourne Tennis Club was formed in 
1921 and was relocated from Grant Street 
Cranbourne courts to Casey Fields when 
it opened. The committee was actively 
involved and remains on the Casey Fields 
Steering committee and is proud to be a 
part of its continued evolution and growth.

The club uses the facilities throughout 
the year offering coaching for all ages 
and competitions for juniors, mid-week 
ladies and seniors. Players range from 
social players right through to Australian 
representatives, including World Champions 
who travel and participate in tournaments 
around the globe.

The club has seen steady growth throughout 
the years and is a “family club”. The 
Cranbourne Tennis Club has become the 
largest junior club throughout the City 
of Casey and the Berwick District Tennis 
Association featuring a unisex competition 
on Saturday and Sunday mornings. 

The club offers a highly skilled and 
recognised coaching team and has been 
home to several International Tennis 
Federation senior world champions, 
and Margot Dodson who recently 
reached 1,000 mid-week ladies games. 

 Casey Fields offers so much to the 
community and sporting groups. Its location 
and vision for future growth of the area is 
a credit to all those involved in its inception 
and Cranbourne Tennis Club is proud 
to call Casey Fields home. 

Future Directions 

Future directions for the 
Municipal Tennis Precinct are : 

1.   As per the Leisure Facilities Development 
Plan 2014 recommendation the courts 
be converted to clay courts to support 
Tennis Victoria’s regional competitions. 

2.   Consider installing a hit up wall  
which can be accessed by the  
general community. 

Municipal 
Tennis Precinct
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District AFL / 
Cricket / Netball 

Between 2005-2006 the District AFL / Cricket facility was built consisting of two ovals, 
pavilion, cricket nets, three netball courts and car parking. The facility was officially 
opened in 2006 as the new home for Cranbourne Football / Netball Club and 
Cranbourne Cricket Club.

The original Casey Fields Master Plan 
proposed six netball courts, which were to 
support the Cranbourne South East Netball 
Association (now known as Casey Netball 
Association), however the combination of 
the growth in netball participation and the 
City of Casey forecast ultimate population 
a much larger netball facility for the Casey 
Netball Association is earmarked for the 
southern portion of Casey Fields. 

Since the facility opened in 2006 the pavilion 
has been upgraded to provide a social room 
and a curator’s shed. 

The facility has hosted several finals for 
the Casey Cardinia Football League and 
Dandenong and District Cricket Association. 

The Cranbourne Football 
Netball Club (Cranbourne Eagles)

The Cranbourne Football Club was officially 
formed on 10 May 1889, eight years before the 
inception of the VFL. The first recorded game 
for points was against Beaconsfield on 20 
June 1890, Cranbourne winning the game. 

As the sport developed over the next 
60 years the Cranbourne Football Club 
played in a few local leagues, winning 
two premierships in 1926 and 1951. 

The club then moved to a much more 
stable foundation in 1954 when it became 
a founding member of the newly created 
South West Gippsland Football League 
along with Rythdale-Cardinia, Berwick, 
Beaconsfield, Tooradin-Dalmore, Narre 
Warren-Hallam, and Officer.

Membership for the year at Cranbourne 
FC was 10 shillings and the season ran 
from May to September. In 1966 the 
club won its third senior flag. 

The 1980’s and 1990’s were the “Golden Age” 
of the Club winning seven premierships in 
nine years. 

The Club was growing at a rapid rate, 
therefore their one oval venue located in 
the centre of the race track at Cranbourne 
Racecourse was no longer adequate to 
meet the club needs. As a result, in 2006,  
the club moved to their new two oval site 
at Casey Fields.

Since relocating the Cranbourne Football 
Club has won a premiership in 2011 and 
have continued to expand. In 2017 the club 
had almost 400 playing members consisting 
of two senior male sides (Seniors, Reserves), 

two U19s male sides, three women’s sides, 
one all abilities side and one masters side. 

The club enjoys a great relationship with 
the Cranbourne Junior Football Club 
resulting in many of the juniors 
transitioning to the senior team. 

The Club also has a developing Women’s 
Football structure with seven players from 
the VFL team being drafted in the initial 
AFLW draft in 2016. The Women’s Football 
team were Division 2 premiers in 2015.

In recent years the Cranbourne Football Club 
has developed an All-Abilities team who love 
interacting and supporting the senior teams.
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The Cranbourne Netball Club 

The Cranbourne Netball Club (CNC) was 
established in 2005 under the Cranbourne 
Football Club to form the Cranbourne 
Football Netball Club. 

The netball and football club shared the 
facilities at the Cranbourne Racecourse.  
The netball club started with three senior 
teams and quickly expanded to include 
junior teams in U13, U15 and U17 age groups. 

In 2014, CNC introduced a fourth senior 
Netball team and a second netball side for 
all junior age groups.

In 2017, the Club had approximately 
90 members across 10 teams participating 
in the SEFNL competition. The club were 
assisted with this growth by partnering 
with another local club, the Goldeagles 
Netball Club. 

Over the years CNC has been competitive 
with teams across all age groups in finals 
including grand finals including premiers 
in the U13 and U15 and have had teams 
in finals each year of existence.

Both senior and junior members of the 
Cranbourne Netball Club have been selected 
to represent the MPNFL and SEFNL in 
representative Squads and Interleague. 
CNC have also had a number of individuals 
recognised at the league presentations for 
their efforts including best A grade and 
MVP awards over the years.

In 2018, CNC aims to grow in their 
development of the club with introducing 
new teams in the junior competition 
at Casey Association.

CNC works closely with the Cranbourne 
Football Club including hosting most events 
in partnership. The club enjoys using the 
facilities at Casey Fields and hope to host 
finals and other events that would bring 
further interest and participation to the Club.

The Cranbourne Cricket Club

The Cranbourne Cricket Club was formed 
in 1881 and was mainly based at J.P Cam 
Reserve, Cranbourne. 

In the late 1970’s turf cricket was introduced 
into Dandenong and District Cricket 
Association (DDCA), which the Cranbourne 
CC were eager to be a part of but required 
an oval with a turf wicket. Consequently, 
the Cranbourne CC relocated to the 
Cranbourne Racecourse and joined 
the turf DDCA competition. 

In the 2006/2007 season the Cranbourne CC 
relocated to Casey Fields which has seen the 
club prosper with the new facilities. Over the 
last 10 years they have increased numbers 
to field more than 17 sides.

Cranbourne CC is consistently in the top tier 
of turf cricket in the DDCA (Turf 1) having 
won the premiership in this Division in 
2015-16.

Cranbourne CC currently have over 250 
members across the board (playing and  
non-playing) with an increase in participation 
in junior development through the Milo  
and T20 blast programs that are run.

More recently the club has decided to focus 
on younger players of the club by assisting 
them develop as cricketers and potentially 
moving on to a higher level of cricket.

They feel Casey Fields is a wonderful facility 
and realise how fortunate they are to enjoy 
such a tremendous venue. The facility has 
helped the Cranbourne Cricket Club grow 
into one of the strongest and biggest, diverse 
and inclusive clubs in the City of Casey.

Future Directions 

Future directions for the District Football /
Cricket Precinct is to consolidate car parking 
into two locations (one each side of the 
pavilion) by formalising and increasing the 
size of the car park adjacent to the three 
netball courts. 
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Regional  
Rugby League

The Regional Rugby League Precinct is home to the Casey Warriors Rugby 
League Football Club and has hosted numerous community Rugby League 
tournaments, competitions and programs.

The Precinct includes two international 
Rugby League Fields, pavilion, sports 
lighting and car parking. The Fields were 
constructed in 2009, with subsequent 
construction of the pavilion in 2013. 

The regional level and catchment 
of the venue attracts several representative 
competitions, including the Under 12 
National Rugby League Championships, 
Junior Melbourne Storm competitions 
and programs. In 2017 the inaugural NRL 
Harmony Festival was held, attracting 
competitors and spectators to an inclusive 
community driven tournament. 

The precinct generally meets the regional 
standards as outlined in the Leisure Facilities 
Development Plan Policy. Minor additions 
are required to the pavilion to create an 
office space which will be achieved through 
the City of Casey's programmed renewal 
works. NRL Victoria have ruled that players 
cannot kick for touch along the eastern 
sideline due to the inadequate buffer 
currently provided, therefore upgrade the 
run-off surface and install 8-metre high ball 
protection fence to adequately address the 
buffer and road safety issues identified with 
the residential development to the East. 

Casey Warriors Rugby 
League Football Club (RLFC)

The Casey Warriors RLFC was formed by 
merging two Clubs, Casey Sharks seniors 
and Casey Chief’s juniors. The aim of the 
merge was to promote the pathways in the 
sport and to create a seamless transition 
into senior football. Both clubs relocated 
from Clyde Reserve to Casey Fields in 
2013 when the pavilion was completed. 

The Club offers teams from Under 6's to 
First Grade with a membership which has 
grown from 182 playing members in 2013 

to 560 playing members and 90 volunteers 
in 2017. A remarkable increase of 300 per 
cent in four years. The junior program 
has grown from strength to strength 
resulting in 30 members being selected 
in the Victorian Representative programs 
from U12's to U18's, including Under 16 girls.

In recent years the club has focused on 
increasing female participation, which has 
resulted in the Casey Warriors being the 
only Victorian club to have representation 
in all age groups across the league. 

The highlights for the Casey Warriors have 
been, the first-grade premiership win 
2015, winning the “Spirit of League” 2013, 
numerous age group Premierships, but most 
importantly the club values the wonderful 
members and volunteers who have created 
such a successful club. 

To ensure the success of the club continues 
the Casey Warriors will focus on building 
their Foundation Pillars by promoting 
and fostering inclusive teams and 
member retention. 

The Casey Warriors are proud to have the 
best facilities in Victoria. The community 
and visitors to the Regional Rugby League 
Precinct often comment on how fortunate 
the Casey Warriors are to have a facility 
of such a high standard.

Future Direction 

Construct the eastern sideline run-off and 
ball protection fence in conjunction with 
the Fitness Trail abutting the residential 
development to the east. It is further 
recommended that as part of the proposed 
Regional Soccer Precinct that high-level 
Rugby matches be considered in  
the planning and design of the elite 
Rectangle Stadium.
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Regional 
Cricket 

The Regional Cricket precinct at Casey Fields was developed over 
two years and was officially opened for the 2006/2007 Cricket season. 

The Precinct incorporates two ovals known 
as “Oval 4 and 5”, with Oval 4 being the 
main oval catering for Casey’s Premier 
Cricket teams. 

Each oval offers a turf table consisting of 
10 wickets on Oval 4 and eight wickets on 
Oval 5. The facility also includes the Lindsay 
Hassett Pavilion, cricket practice nets 
offering 12 turf and three synthetic wickets, 
and unsealed car parking. Generally, the 
precinct meets the standards under the 
Leisure Facility Development Plan Policy. 

The facility is home to the Casey South 
Melbourne Cricket Club during the cricket 
season from October to April. During winter 
the ovals are rested, however occasionally 
they are used by the Devon Meadows Junior 
Football Club for home games. The turf is 
maintained to a high level, which is reflected 
in Oval 5 receiving the Premier Grounds 
Award for the 2016/17 season. 

The Regional Cricket precinct attracts many 
representative competitions and event days 
such as Melbourne Stars Family Day and 
Women’s Big Bash League (WBBL) games.

Casey South Melbourne Cricket Club 
(Casey-SMCC)

South Melbourne Cricket Club was formed 
in 1862 and was a founding member of the 
Victorian Cricket Association, from 1906/07. 
The home of the club was the Lakeside 
Oval in Albert Park from 1862 to 1994, 
then moving to the Harry Trott Oval at the 
southern end of Albert Park Lake until 2006. 

Nine Australian Test Captains have played 
for the club, more than any other club 
in Australia. There have also been 47 
international players represent the club, 
with eight of these players having been 
listed amongst Wisden’s “International 
Cricketer of the Year”.

The club began operating as Casey South 
Melbourne in 2005/06, and relocated to 
Casey Fields in 2006/07. Casey-South 
Melbourne competes in Cricket Victoria’s 
18 team Premier Cricket Competition.  
The club fields four teams from 1st 
XI through to the 4th XI. Casey-SMCC 
has 60 playing members, plus 30 to 40 
social members.

Casey-SMCC provides a pathway for local 
budding cricketers to go on to represent 
Victoria and Australia at the first-class level. 
The most recent Victorian and Australian 
representative is Matthew Wade and the 
latest addition to a Victorian squad is local 
Cranbourne based player, Nathan Lambden.

Since moving to Casey Fields, the 1st XI has 
played in the finals three times, the most 
recent being the season 2016-17 when the 
1st XI side participated in the quarter finals.

The facilities at Casey Fields are held in such 
high regard that the club, in conjunction 
with the City of Casey, has hosted several

Victorian Futures League Matches (feeder 
competition for the Sheffield Shield), as 
well as Women’s Big Bash League, Women’s 
Interstate Cricket and the Melbourne Stars 
Family Day over the past few years.

Casey-SMCC’s future is to service the Casey 
and surrounding communities in providing 
the development opportunity for local 
cricketers to reach their potential ambitions 
and to provide a pathway to higher levels of 
cricket. The club has a medium-term goal 
of eventually providing an opportunity for 
girls and women’s cricket to represent Casey 
in the highest women’s competition in the 
state of Victoria.

Casey-South Melbourne believe that 
Casey Fields provides amongst the 
best cricket facilities in Victoria which 
is attracting first class interstate matches 
for both men and women.

The training venue, grounds and wickets 
are going from strength to strength, being 
the envy of most of the clubs within the 
Victorian Premier Cricket Competition. 
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Regional 
Athletics 

The Casey Fields Regional Athletics Precinct was officially opened on Saturday 9 April 2011. 
Olympic Champion Cathy Freeman and Commonwealth Games Shot Put bronze medalist 
Dale Stevenson were on hand to help celebrate the completion of this state of the art facility.

The precinct comprises of a 400m, IAAF 
Class 2 synthetic track incorporating long/
triple jump, pole vault, discus, hammer 
throw, javelin, shot put and steeplechase 
infrastructure. The venue also includes 
a pavilion with grandstand, shade 
structures, sports lighting and car parking. 

The facility complies with the regional 
standards as prescribed in the LFDP Policy. 
Recent upgrades include a new IAAF certified 
landing pit for pole vault, as well as an IAAF 
compliant competition throwing cage.

Based on the classification of the track 
and the level of facilities provided the site 
frequently hosts a broad range of events 
from elite-level to school athletics  
carnivals and the weekly local little 
athletics competition. 

Major athletics events held at the facility 
include the 2016 Little Athletics Victoria 
State Track & Field Championships, and 
the 2017 Victorian Country Track & Field 
Championships. The facility has also hosted 
the Gippsland Country Region Track & Field 
Championships and Relay Championships 
for Little Athletics Victoria, as well as district 
and Southern Metro Region athletics 
competitions for School Sport Victoria.

In 2016, the facility accommodated 
over 140 athletic events consisting 
of 79 school bookings and 51 casual 
bookings, with a similar number of 
bookings earmarked for 2017. 

Cranbourne Little Athletics Centre

Cranbourne Little Athletics centre was 
established in 1969 at Lawson Poole 
Reserve, Cranbourne. This facility offered 
track and field events for children aged 
six to sixteen years. The facility was basic 
consisting of a grass track and associated 
facilities such as long jump pits, throwing 
cages and a pavilion. 

In 2010, the club were given the opportunity 
to re-locate to a state of the art regional 
athletic venue at Casey Fields due to 
their performance. This was a fantastic 
opportunity which the Club embraced, with 
competitions being held on a weekly basis.

Over the past seven years, since moving to 
Casey Fields, the Club has continued to offer 
children aged six to sixteen, track and field 
events. With children having the opportunity 
of competing at a club level as well as state 
and regional events.

One of the Club's biggest achievements in 
the last 12 month has been the development 
of a multi-class team which is a program 
for children with disabilities. This program 
has been a great success and something 
the Club is very proud of. Casey Fields offers 
children the opportunity to compete on  
a track just like the athletes they admire.

In addition to Cathy Freeman and 
Dale Stevenson the club has had guest 
appearances from Sally Pearson and Brooke 
Stratton which are always a highlight for 
the young athletes. Cranbourne Little 
Athletics Centre is a proud, united and 
family oriented club. 
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Casey-Cardinia Athletics Club

Casey Cardinia Athletics was established 
in September 2008, by members of Casey 
Little Athletics, Pakenham Little Athletics 
and Cockatoo Little Athletics, together  
with local residents interested in 
establishing a senior athletics club for the 
region. The club relocated from Edwin Flack 
Reserve in Berwick to Casey Fields in 2011.

Casey Cardinia Athletics usually hosts  
three AV Shield competition meets between 
October and March each year. The AV Shield 
competition is an interclub competition 
involving athletics clubs from Melbourne’s 
southern and eastern suburbs. Athletes 
travel from clubs such as Yarra Ranges in  
the north east, and Mornington in the south.

The club has grown to over 100 members, 
with many competing at national Open and 
Junior level championship events. Several 
Casey Cardinia athletes have gone on to 
represent Australia at IAAF World Junior 
Championship events, and World Masters 
Athletics Championships.

Almost 50 per cent of the club’s members 
are female, and Casey Cardinia Athletics has 
very strong junior participation. The club 
also encourages participation by people in 
the 40+, 50+ and 60+ age groups who can 
compete alongside our open and junior 
athletes. The club also caters for athletes 
with disabilities, and can assist with the 
process of obtaining AWD classification 
for inclusion in competition.

The club’s athletes are supported by 
specialist coaches with Athletics Australia 
Level 1 and Level 2 accreditation, as well 
as IAAF Level 3 accreditation.

Casey Cardinia Athletics is in the process 
of expanding the training facilities available 
to members by establishing a gymnasium 
for strength and conditioning work, to 
complement track and field training. 
The club’s aim is to continue promoting 
athletics as a sport that the entire family 
can participate in, and to work more closely 
with Little Athletics clubs in the region  
to retain junior athletes in the sport.

The club is very proud to have Casey Fields 
as its home for training and competition. The 
track is one of just a few in Victoria with its 
own photo finish system and the equipment 
is of the highest standard in Australia.
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The Criterium track was built in 2006, with 
a $500,000 contribution from the Victorian 
Government, in response to a grant 
application from Bicycle Association South 
East (BASE). The development of a Criterium 
Track at Casey Fields supported the 
relocation of BASE from VFL Waverley Park. 

BASE utilised the Waverley Park car park and 
road network for training and supported 
racing each Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, 
Saturday and Sunday during the summer 
period. Casey Cardinia Human Powered 
Vehicles Cycling Club (HPVCC) became the 
second user group at the Criterium Track 
in 2006. The criterium track is closed to all 
vehicle traffic, therefore it provides a safe 
venue for people of all ages and abilities  
to use and enjoy.

Regional 
Cycling

The Casey Fields Regional Cycling precinct incorporates a 2.2 kilometre criterium track circuit and BMX 
track, and provision for a future cyclo cross and pump tracks. The site also includes additional supporting 
infrastructure including a regional cycling pavilion and a race control tower. 

The Criterium track has hosted numerous 
Regional and State championships 
and National rounds for Paracyclists. 
Cycling Victoria hold the Schools Cycling 
Championships and club racing continues  
to grow. HPVCC run spectacular 12 and  
24hr events for HPVs at Casey Fields and 
these events attract up to 2,000 participants 
and spectators from all over the state.

The BMX track and Regional cycling 
clubroom were constructed during 2016  
and 2017, with contributions from the 
Victorian Government totalling $1,372,500. 

The development of the Regional BMX 
facility was in line with Casey’s Sport Cycling 
Strategy and the scope and design of the 
facility was completed in consultation 
with key stakeholders and to the relevant 

governing body’s standards. The new 
Regional Sport Cycling pavilion reflect  
the standards outlined in Casey’s LFDP 
Policy and the consultation held with 
key stakeholders. 

The Regional BMX track is already 
experiencing a high level of interest; it is 
predicted that it will be extremely popular 
hosting many local and regional events. It 
is envisaged that the facility will also attract 
State and potentially National events. 

The facility is home to Bicycle Association 
South East (BASE), Casey Cardinia HPVCC 
and Casey BMX Club.
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Bicycle Association South East (BASE)

BASE is an affiliation of five cycling clubs, 
Blackburn, Carnegie Caulfield, Chelsea 
Peninsula, Eastern Veterans and Southern 
Masters Cycling Clubs.

In 2002, cyclists in Melbourne's Eastern/South 
Eastern suburbs lost the most accessible 
facilities for racing and training when the 
gates at Waverly Park finally closed and  
the developers moved in. Mindful of the  
fact that their future would be in their own 
hands, the cycling clubs in the region set  
up a committee-BASE to replace Waverly 
Park. A concept plan was drawn up to  
create a cycling centre of excellence  
which included a criterium circuit, a 
velodrome, MTB and BMX facilities.

The State Government provided a great 
boost with the promise of $500,000, this was 
subject to the identification of a suitable site 
and a commitment from a host Authority.

The City of Casey had plans for a multi  
sports complex in which there was room  
to incorporate a dedicated cycling criterium 
circuit and most importantly they were 
prepared to commit funding.

The membership of BASE has continued 
to grow and now has 1,352 registered 
members, one of the more pleasing growth 
areas has been female participation. Racing 
is conducted on Wednesday mornings, 
Thursday evenings, Saturday afternoons  
and Sunday mornings.

The continued housing development  
provides an ideal catchment area for all 
sporting clubs to continue to increase  
their memberships.

Regular groups come from Blue Hills 
Retirement Village and Dandenong U3A 
to use the circuit, as do some groups with 
special needs. Southern Masters host groups 
from Blairlogie, Mawarra and Wallara on a 
weekly basis.
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Casey Cardinia Human Powered 
Vehicle and Cycling Club (CCHPVCC)

The CCHPVCC was formed in 2006 to support 
local schools and community groups to 
access the criterium track at Casey Fields. 
Since commencing the membership has 
grown from 20 to over 60 school groups.

CCHPVCC motto is “Competitive ON the 
track, Co-operative OFF it” and is well 
respected statewide.

CCHPVCC has successfully organised Human 
Powered Vehicle and Cycling events at Casey 
Fields. Two major competitions are held 
each year in February/March and October 
attracting competitors from all parts of 
Victoria and interstate. The events are up 
to eight hours duration, well organised and 
involve many volunteers. The last event 
featured over 110 teams from Veterans, 
Primary and Secondary Schools and 
Community groups.

The club would like to host a 24-hour 
endurance event in the future. 

Casey Wolves BMX Club

The Casey Wolves BMX Club is a newly 
created and inaugural BMX club in the 
City of Casey. Casey Wolves BMX officially 
commenced operations at Casey Fields in 
February 2018.

Casey Wolves BMX was formed to respond 
to the rapidly increasing population and 
high demand for BMX in Casey. The level of 
competition will range from Club to State 
level, with the potential to host a national 
round in the near future.

The facility will be used for weekly coaching 
and practice sessions, with fortnightly club 
meets on a Saturday evening. Training will 
be held on Monday and Wednesday night 
and Practice will be held on Wednesday 
night, which will be a gate night that will  
be open for anyone from any club to come 
and have a ride.

Casey Wolves BMX anticipates having over 
200 members over the first two-year period,  
with approximately 70-80 female members 
and some female coaching opportunities 
and significant junior members.

A range of 'Come and Try' activities will be 
held by Casey Wolves BMX to attract new 
members to the club. A focus will be on all 
ages and female participation.

Casey Wolves hosted its inaugural major open 
race meet in conjunction with BMX Victoria in 
February 2018 which attracted over 250 riders 
and 1,200 visitors to the facility. 

Future Directions 

There are several future directions for the 
Regional Cycling Precinct:

1.   As per the recommendations in the City 
of Casey’s Cycling Strategy the following 
facilities are to be installed: 

a. Install pump track 

b. Incorporate cyclo-cross course

c.  Lighting for the criterium circuit  
for training purposes

2.  Fencing will be reinstalled along the 
west, south and eastern boundaries of 
the criterium track, to protect users from 
future residential development road 
interfaces 

3.  Upgrade criterium track surface

4.  A storage area be added to the race  
control tower 
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Regional Soccer 

In 2009, a Regional Soccer Strategy was prepared outlining the direction for the delivery of a soccer program 
and facilities in the City of Casey, Cardinia and the Shire of Yarra Ranges. The major recommendation of this 
strategy was the development of a regional soccer facility at Casey Fields. In response the Casey Fields 
concept plan was updated to include the proposed layout of the regional soccer facility. In 2013 further 
planning was completed for the soccer precinct with Williams Ross Architects creating concept plans and 
Coffey Sport and Leisure preparing a business case for the facility. 

In 2014, the Leisure Facilities Development 
Plan (LFDP 2014) reinforced the need for 
the regional soccer facility to include an 
elite rectangle stadium with spectator 
seating and four community soccer pitches 
with multiuse pavilion.

It is envisaged that the regional soccer 
facility at Casey Fields will service the 
pathways of soccer from community  
to state or national participation and 
development programs to meet the  
demand for soccer in South East Melbourne. 

With Football Federation Australia 
proposing to expand the Hyundai A-League 
competition to include a third Melbourne 
A League and Women’s League team, the 
Regional Soccer Precinct at Casey Fields  
has the potential to be the elite training  
base and administration centre for the  
third Melbourne club. 

Stadium Facilities 

The stadium facility features a high-quality 
turf pitch and covered spectator seating. As 
a Football Federation Victoria Class A level 
facility, it will be capable of catering for high 
level competition, and as such,  

the potential to support the activities of 
Casey’s most successful soccer teams, both 
male and female, as they progress through 
the competitive soccer structure.

In its configuration the stadium will support 
other rectangle sports including rugby 
union and rugby league to attract high level 
showcase matches and tournaments to 
Casey Fields, as well as boost the regional 
and community level participation of these 
sports, one of the highest across the state.

Community Facilities

The key aspect of the community facilities 
is the ability to provide four fully floodlit 
pitches to be shared by all clubs across 
Casey, and will provide a sustainable soccer 
facility access for both training and match 
play activities by providing three synthetic 
turf and one natural turf pitch. The pavilion 
has been designed with eight change rooms 
to support simultaneous training and match 
play on all four pitches and support the 
needs of spectators.

Future Direction

Design and seek funding for 
the Regional Soccer Precinct.

Future  
Precincts

The existing sporting precincts combined with the regional playspace and village green 
utilise 63 of the 84 hectare site. The majority of undeveloped land at Casey Fields is 
earmarked for the following sporting precincts:
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Regional Netball

Netball offers two forms of competition structure which are both very popular  
with considerable cross-over in participants between the two structures. 

1. Football/Netball Associations

Under this structure competitions are run 
on outdoor courts affiliated with football 
(AFL) clubs in each league. For netball clubs 
to form and participate in the Football/
Netball league a minimum of two outdoor 
courts are required at the club’s home venue 
as the netball club will compete at their 
home ground on the same weekends as the 
football clubs play at home. The Cranbourne 
Football Netball Club based at Casey Fields 
participates under this competition structure. 

2. Netball Association

Under this structure netball clubs are 
affiliated with a Netball Association and 
play at one centralised location. Games 
are played weekdays and evening and 
weekends. Competitions may be run on a 
combination of indoor and outdoor courts. 
Casey Netball Association is currently 
based at Casey Stadium which was recently 
redeveloped and expanded to 10 courts. 

The Leisure Facilities Development Plan 
2014 states, “it is anticipated that this venue 
(Casey Stadium) will remain inadequate 
to address the growing demand for indoor 
netball participation in the medium-long 
term, particularly in light of increasing 
demand for basketball, other users of the 
facility and anticipated population growth.”

To respond to future population growth 
and demand for Netball the LFDP 2014 
recommends the establishment of a new 
regional netball facility incorporating 
a 4-8 indoor and 8-12 outdoor court at 
Casey Fields. The benefits of establishing a 
dedicated netball facility will be significant  
in terms of catering for participation demand 

as well as freeing up space in other facilities 
in order to accommodate growing needs  
for access to indoor courts from other  
sports, particularly basketball. 

It is envisaged that the regional netball 
facility at Casey Fields will service the 
pathways of netball from community  
to state participation. Additionally, it is 
proposed that this facility will complement 
the Regional Soccer Precinct to provide 
development programs and clinics to  
meet the demand of all sports provided  
at Casey Fields. 

In 2017, a schematic layout plan was 
developed for the Regional Netball Precinct. 
The plan details the indoor and outdoor 
netball complex based on the LFDP 
standards, associated car parking and 
other ancillary infrastructure including the 
required open space and landscape buffers. 
The plan considered the adjacent soccer 
and cycling precincts, and the Boulevard to 
create the defined north-south connection 
through Casey Fields.

Future Direction

Design and seek funding for  
the Regional Netball Precinct.
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Events & 
Activation

Casey Fields is recognised for hosting 
sporting events complementary to its 
regional status.

Delivering on previous and current  
Council Plan strategic objectives, 
Casey Fields truly is a destination 
for sport, leisure and culture 
that attracts visitors and brings 
communities together. 

National, state and/or regional 
championships are held throughout  
the year across all sports located at  
Casey Fields. A significant number  
of intra and inter school competitions  
are also conducted, particularly at 
the Regional Athletics Precinct with 
over 150 school bookings annually. 
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Visitations peak through a range  
of representative sporting events: 

State and Regional Little Athletics 
Championships

Athletics Victoria Shield rounds

Melbourne Storm and NRL Victoria Junior 
Representative trials and competitions

HPV State and BASE Regional  
and District Competitions

Cricket Victoria Regional Competitions and 
Victorian Bushrangers Seconds Competition

Casey Demons VFL and VFLW and Casey 
South Melbourne Cricket Club rounds

Future BMX National, State  
and Regional competitions. 

Major events attract crowds of up to  
10,000 including Melbourne Football 
Club’s AFL pre-season games and AFLW 
competition games, Melbourne Stars  
WBBL competition games and the  
Annual Melbourne Stars Family Day.

Event Management Plans include a strong 
focus on Traffic Management to minimise the 
impact on the local community and Casey 
Fields users. Infrastructure development for 
drop-off zones, overflow car parking, lighting 
and a connected path network will better 
support traffic flow and safety during events. 

Advocacy for a public transport route 
along Casey Fields Boulevard and the 
proposed Train Event Platform will provide 
infrastructure support for major events  
into the future. 

Development of the Fitness Trail will  
support weekly and annual fun run/walk 
events, as well as casual running and 
walking for the Casey community. 

Off-peak periods, typically weekdays, will 
reduce over time as Casey Fields reaches full 
development, particularly the Informal Open 
Spaces that will attract the wider Casey 
community to come in and use Casey Fields 
for their recreation and leisure purposes. 
Opportunities exist for Sports House tenants to 
make greater use of Casey Fields for clinics with 
local schools and residents during weekdays.

Continued effort should be made to manage 
existing, attract new and widely promote 
partnerships and events at Casey Fields. 

Future Directions

1.   Encourage major sporting events and 
teams that attract visitors, to perform in 
Casey. (CP Strategic Indicator)

2.   Build relationships with high performance 
sporting teams to utilise Casey Fields 
sporting precincts. (CP Measure)

3.   Attract state sporting events at Casey  
Fields to provide exposure of high 
performance sporting events to the 
community. (CP Measure)

4.   Sports House tenants working closely  
with local community sporting clubs  
and schools to activate Casey Fields  
during on and off-peak times.

5.   Develop proposed infrastructure  
that supports major events, usage  
and attendances at Casey Fields. 

6.   Advocate for improved Public Transport 
access to Casey Fields. 

7.   Event Management Plans including traffic 
management will ensure safe delivery  
of events at Casey Fields.

Annual 
partnership 

events

Cancer  
Council Victoria 

Cranbourne-Narre 
Relay for Life

Make-A-Wish 
Australia, The Field  

of Wishes Family  
Fun Run & Walk

Casey  
Strides Series  

Run/Walk  
events

Melbourne Stars 
All Abilities 

Cricket Carnival

NRL  
Victoria 

Harmony 
Festival 

More broadly the health and wellbeing of the Casey community is supported through 
annual partnership events with peak bodies and local groups that focus on fun, friendly, 
relaxed, social sporting and fitness activities that are designed for people of all abilities  
to come together: 
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Delivering the 
Master Plan

Good governance and strategic partnerships 
are the foundation to successfully delivering 
the Casey Fields Master Plan. 

The development, maintenance and 
replacement of assets will be guided by the 
Master Plan and an internal Action Plan that 
will require significant investment from Local, 
State and Commonwealth Government. 

The Concept Plan visually demonstrates 
Casey Fields at full development. 
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Governance 
& Partnerships

City of Casey

Casey Fields is owned and managed  
by the City of Casey.

An internal Casey Fields Management 
Group is in place to implement the Master 
Plan, consider broader issues raised and 
undertake decision making for the site. 
Representation includes planning, design 
and construction, maintenance and asset 
management, activation and user group 
management.

Council officers are employed with 
dedicated roles to manage partnerships, 
user groups, facility bookings and events, 
to manage site development and 
maintenance.

At full development the complexity, size and 
level of activity of Casey Fields will require 
increased resources. Consideration of a 
permanent presence of Council officers 
onsite for facility coordination, bookings 
and activation, and the possibility of a ‘park 
ranger’ type role for evening and weekends 
to enhance visitor experience is opportune. 

The development of a management plan  
to consider the most effective resource 
model is recommended.

Casey Fields Steering Committee

The Casey Fields Steering Committee is a 
representative body of Councillors, sporting 
user groups and local community members, 
facilitated by Council staff. The purpose  
of the steering committee is to provide  
input into the ongoing implementation  
and review of the Casey Fields Master Plan. 
The committee’s objectives include: 

 » To receive regular updates on the progress 
of development of Casey Fields.

 » To provide input into any significant 
changes to the Casey Fields Master Plan.

 » To foster community involvement  
in the Casey Fields project.

 » To provide a forum for information  
sharing between interested community 
groups, service organisations and  
Council in relation to the development  
and operation of Casey Fields.

A biennial review of the Casey Fields 
Steering Committee Terms of Reference  
is recommended to reflect the current  
user groups.

Sporting User Groups

Sporting User Groups operate under varying 
agreements with the City of Casey for 
allocation to their facilities at Casey Fields. 

Community Partnership Agreements 
support access and use of Casey Fields 
for high profile sporting clubs including 

the Melbourne Football Club, the Casey 
Demons, the Melbourne Stars and the Casey 
South Melbourne Cricket Club. Significant 
benefits for stakeholders are driven from 
these partnerships including community 
development activities, major events and 
heightened profile, and identity for each 
party within the City of Casey and beyond. 

Future sporting precincts for Regional Soccer 
and Regional Netball will seek to create 
similar partnership opportunities with high 
performance teams, further strengthening 
Casey Fields as a regional destination for 
community to elite level sport.  

Sporting Administration Hub

The VFL Pavilion has three distinct sections 
providing office accommodation for sporting 
user groups and State Sporting Associations. 
Casey Demons and Melbourne Football Club 
are housed together, and AFL South East 
and their associated football netball leagues 
are housed together. 

The Casey Fields Sports House was 
developed in 2015 to provide a regional  
hub for National/State Sporting Associations 
to undertake their business activities. Tennis 
Victoria, Netball Victoria and Cricket Victoria 
currently operate their administration and 
game development for the South-East and 
Gippsland regions, from Sports House. 

Future opportunities to attract additional 
National/State Sporting Associations  
will continue.
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Asset Development 
& Management

Council is committed to ensuring that the design, development, maintenance and 
whole of lifecycle replacement of assets at Casey Fields is appropriately undertaken 
to ensure today's facilities meet the service level required for the future.

The City of Casey’s Open Space Strategy 
Core Service Level Standards, the Leisure 
Facilities Development Plan Policy Facility 
Development Standards and the Casey 
Fields Master Plan set out the design, 
development and maintenance standards 
for Casey Fields. 

Future upgrades and new facility 
development should adhere to these 
policies and the standards set out 
in the Master Plan, and incorporate 
engagement with key stakeholders through 
the planning and design of facilities.  

Maintenance of Casey Fields' regional 
sporting precincts, informal open spaces 
and supporting facilities and infrastructure 
must be of a regional standard, as per the 
City of Casey’s Open Space Strategy Core 
Service Level Standards. District level 
sporting facilities must be maintained 
to a district standard to reflect their role 
as a hub for local community sport.

Future Direction

Casey Fields' Asset Design, Development, 
Maintenance and Replacement Standards 
will be developed as a detailed operational 
document for use by internal staff and 
external consultants and contractors 
to ensure consistency of asset delivery 
now and into the future.
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Implementation

The Casey Fields Management 
Group will oversee the 
implementation of the Casey 
Fields Master Plan and will  
review the document biennially. 

An Action Plan will be developed  
as an internal reference document for  
implementation of the Master Plan.  
A range of funding sources will be required  
and sought by the management group  
to realise the full development of the site.

Future Directions 

1.   Casey Fields Management Plan developed 
to determine and govern the staffing 
resource model and sporting user  
group agreements.

2.   Build on existing relationships and seek new 
partnerships to maximise the use, success 
and performance of Casey Fields. 

3.   Attract additional National/State Sporting 
Associations to Sports House. 

4.   Implement and review biennially the 
Casey Fields Master Plan through the 
Casey Fields Management Group, in 
consultation with the Casey Fields 
Steering Committee.

5.   External funding sources will be identified 
and sought to achieve full development  
of Casey Fields.
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Concept Plan

The Concept Plan visually represents the 
layout of Casey Fields at full development. 
The Concept Plan should be referred to and 
reviewed biennially with the Master Plan.
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Contact City of Casey
03 9705 5200
NRS: 133 677 (for the deaf,  
hearing or speech impaired)
TIS: 131 450 (Translating 
and Interpreting Service)

caseycc@casey.vic.gov.au

casey.vic.gov.au

 facebook.com/CityofCasey
 @CityofCasey 

 #ActiveCasey

PO Box 1000 
Narre Warren VIC 3805

Customer Service Centres
Narre Warren 
Bunjil Place 
Patrick Northeast Drive

Cranbourne 
Cranbourne Park  
Shopping Centre


